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Strategic Partnership
The Tribe will be taking a strategic role in the TGN by working with ATIG in the initial implementation of the
products of the TGN and promoting and educating other tribes in the advantages of the TGN. In addition to
the beneﬁts the Tribe will receive from the implementation of the TGN products, the Tribe will also be afforded
certain strategic beneﬁts that will depend on the extent of the chosen role by the Tribe and the achievement
of agreed upon benchmarks. Some of the beneﬁts include:
Representation on the Product Implementation Team
for those products the Tribe sponsors;
First opportunity to implement new products or product extensions in
the Tribe’s particular region;
First opportunity to implement Interactive Gaming at a vastly reduced price;
Opportunity to implement Entertainment Plus™ and the infrastructure for
Internet gaming at a vastly reduced price;
Opportunity to share in the ongoing proﬁts from the TGN; and, (see next page)
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Strategic Partner Revenue Share
Special opportunity to make a strategic investment in ATIG through the purchase of common stock,
warrants or preferred shares, so that the Tribe can have part ownership in the TGN through its ownership of
ATIG stock.
Implementation of LIVE Game Play and Compensation to the Tribal Gaming Network Strategic Partner:
As a Strategic Partner, your Tribe will receive two percent (2%) of all ATIG revenue generated by ATIG’s
portion of the total net game revenue.
Example: Tribes will generate 80% of the total net revenue generated by games played on the network;
Vendors will generate twenty percent (20%) of the total net gaming revenue from their product (or, in some
cases participate in a 70/30 revenue split). Out of the 20% vendors generate ATIG generates a % from the
vendors 20%. ATIG splits that vendor’s 20% in many cases 50/50, but those percentages may vary.
However, whatever the total of the revenue share ATIG receives from all the games operated on the
Network, Coushatta will receive two (2%) for a ﬁve (5) year period, per casino it helps ATIG sign to the TGN.
Coushatta will also have a one (1) year option to purchase an additional three percent (3%) of the net wins of
the ATIG portion of the TGN as well.

ATIG Revenue Projections
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The Network
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See next page
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The Network
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Security note.
- IPsec VPNs
- Communication encryption: AES with key size of 256 bits
- Firewalls with "deny all" rules and ﬁltering by source IP address and port numbers
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Patent Pending
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Patent Pending
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Online Tournament Poker
With the recent moves by the DOJ regarding illegal
online poker networks, many players who love the
convenience and privacy of playing poker online have
been disenfranchised. Due to the UIGEA carve-outs,
ATIG can run online poker tournaments across the
closed-loop Tribal Gaming Network. This will be
properly organized and promoted, with casino-wide
tou
tournaments,
leading to statewide play-oﬀs and the
grand nationwide ﬁnal series.
This exciting event will generate millions of dollars
annually for the tribes and ATIG.
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Sheriff Gaming 3D Games
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Table Games
Sheriff Gaming 3D Games
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Mobile Games
Sheriff Gaming 3D Games
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RaceTrax

 

TRACKSIDE is a computer-animated virtual racing
product, with a complete betting system offering
ﬁxed returns to you, as the operator.
TRACKSIDE is already available in Australia, USA
(RACETRAX), UK, Denmark, Croatia and Romania.
Whether you have one racetrack, 1000 OTBs or an
internet betting site, TRACKSIDE can provide a
system for you.
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Plays like Bingo . . .

. . . feels like Football !

Quarterback Draw Football
Each Quarterback gets four plays to make a ﬁrst down or score a
touchdown. Just like in a real game, if a quarterback does not make a
ﬁrst down or a touchdown, he must punt the ball to the other
quarterback. The football game has 32 plays per quarter and four
quarters to complete a game. The quarterback that scores the most
points, wins the football game.
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Legal Summary
September 24, 2009
Via facsimile 717-652-8018
Email: db@atlantisinternetgroup.com
And First Class Mail
Donald Bailey, President
Atlantis Internet Group Corp.
Mo
5601 Morning
Mist Drive
Harrisburg, PA 17111-3737
RE: Casino Gateway Network

Dear Mr. Bailey:
This is in response to your request for an Opinion addressing Atlantis Internet Group's Casino Gateway Network. I
apologize again for the delay in issuing this Opinion and for any inconvenience that may have caused. My staff and
I have reviewed your detailed description of the Casino Gateway Network and its functions and engineering. We
have also reviewed the additional information provided by Atlantis’ gaming partners and BMM Compliance, the
independent testing laboratory, and the information you provided in e-mail messages and telephone conversations.
It is my opinion that the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), 31 U.S.C. Section 5361-5367 does
not prohibit the use of the Casino Gateway Network in or between licensed Indian gaming facilities to administer
wide-area progressive jackpots or to play Atlantis' Bango game, bingo, or other Class II games. The Casino
Gatewav Network is, in other words, the kind of multi-site system the National Indian Gaming Commission
addressed in Bulletin 2009-03, The Effect of the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006 on Wide Area
Progressive Systems and Networked, Multi-Site Bingo Games (March 9, 2009).
By way of background, Bulletin 2009-03 set out a straightforward legal analysis in support of its conclusion that the
prohibitions in UIGEA did not apply to wide-area progressive systems (WAPs) or multi-site bingo systems. UIGEA,
the bulletin noted, intended no change in the status quo for legal and illegal gambling in the United States:
No provision of this subchapter shall be construed as altering, limiting, or extending any Federal or State Law or
Tribal-State compact prohibiting, permitting, or regulating gambling within the United States.
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Why TGN is Legal
ATIG’s Tribal Gaming Network provides inter-casino and inter-tribal private networks across state
lines for lawful Indian gaming on the premises of Indian casinos. The administration of a WAP and
the operation of authorized games, whether class II or compact-supported class III, across a
private network by one or more licensed Tribal casinos is lawful. These uses are encouraged under
IGRA, and not prohibited by UIGEA.
IGRA
When IGRA was passed in 1988, the ability to link players at tribal casinos, even if the casinos were
across state lines, was a clear intent of the Congress:
… the Committee recognizes that tribes may wish to join with other tribes to coordinate their Class
II operations and thereby enhance the potential of increasing revenues. For example, linking
participant players at various reservations whether the same or different States, by means of
telephone, cable, television or satellite may be a reasonable approach for tribes to take.
S. Rep. No. 100-446, at A-9 (1988)(emphasis added).
Multi-site bingo games and class III progressive jackpot games on private networks called
wide-area progressive (WAP) systems, or closed loop networks, have been lawfully operated by
Indian casinos for many years. Multi-site class II and compact-supported class III games are lawful
when properly authorized and in compliance with tribal gaming ordinances and IGRA.
UIGEA
When the Unlawful Internet Gaming Enforcement Act (UIGEA) was passed in 2006, ATIG, as well
as Indian gaming operators, regulators, and other equipment providers and manufacturers, asked
the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) for guidance on the effect, if any, of the new law on
the multi-site play that was taking place on the premises of Indian casinos. NIGC Bulletin 2009-03
sets out a straightforward legal analysis in support of the NIGC conclusion that the prohibitions in
UIGEA do not apply to Indian gaming WAPs and the multi-site games played on them. Speciﬁcally,
the NIGC published a classiﬁcation opinion on Sept. 24, 2009, available on its website that states
UIGEA has no effect on the multi-site games and WAPs planned for the Tribal Gaming Network
(TGN). Further, the opinion conﬁrms that WAPs do not fall within UIGEA’s deﬁnition of unlawful
Internet gaming, and thus UIGEA does not prohibit Indian gaming operations from offering them or
accepting wagers on them.
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NELSON ROSE OPINIONS
NELSON ROSE OPINIONS ON THE TRIBAL GAMING NETWORK , POKER AND THE
ABILITY TO LINKING TO INTERNATIONAL THE GAMING LEGAL NETWORK
From: I. Nelson Rose <rose@sprintmail.com>
To:
Linda Bailey, Donald L. Bailey
Date:
Wednesday, December 05, 2007 03:01 am
Subject: Atlantic Internet Group

Donald and Linda,
I want to thank you again for asking me to be part of your group. I have not seen a project with this much potential
-- this exciting! -- in many years. Just the ﬁrst proposal we discussed, tribal Internet poker, has amazing possibilities.
This would not be limited to having players go to casinos on Indian reservations in states with licensed cardrooms.
A tribe in a state where poker is allowed to be played for money, either in clubs or even if only socially, can authorize
online poker and link with all other tribes in the nation. This probably means every state that has a federally
recognized tribe, except Utah. The only limits are that tribes have to obey state limits on hours of operations and
stakes; but there are very few of those. And this is Class II gaming, so no approval is necessary from the states and
no revenue sharing is required. And players can play from their own homes and ofﬁces or from kiosks and terminals
in bars and restaurants, so long as they are physically on Indian land. This includes not only reservations but cities,
such as half of Palm Springs. I am sure that my client, PartyPoker, would jump at the opportunity to get back into
the U.S. market in such a major way.
Nelson
I. Nelson Rose
Attorney & Professor of Law
17031 Encino Hills Drive
Encino, California 91436
(818) 788-8509
Fax: (818) 788-3104
Web Site: www.GamblingAndTheLaw.com
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JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OPINION
THE U.S. JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OPINION ON INTERNET GAMING: WHAT’S AT STAKE
FOR TRIBES PREPARED FOR THE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
February 9, 2012
As a completely unexpected gift to the states, announced two days before Christmas, the United States
Department of Justice (“DoJ”) declared that states are now free to legalize almost every form of Internet
gambling, and not be worried about federal laws. This might not have been the intent – the ruling dealt
with state lottery subscription sales – but the result will be an explosion of poker, instant lotteries and casino
games on the Internet, run or licensed by the states. And, although the DoJ was careful to say the opinion
is limited to intra-state gambling, there is now nothing stopping states from entering into compacts for
fo
online gambling with other states, and even foreign
nations.
© Copyright 2011, all rights reserved worldwide. Gambling and the Law® is a registered trademark of Professor I. Nelson Rose
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ATIG’s Tribal Gaming Network
An Online Solution Now
Article Author CEM Staff
Publish Date September 28, 2012
Article Tools
In 2006 when the Unlawful Internet Gaming Enforcement Act (UIGEA) was enacted, one proactive company, Atlantis Internet
Group Inc. (ATIG) saw the potential it held for gaming tribes within its lengthy, voluminous language. Although the UIGEA primarily
focuses on the prohibition of payments being accepted by gaming facilities for illegal gambling activity made over the Internet
that violate federal and state laws, it clearly excludes three types of gambling from its restrictions: fantasy sports, legal intrastate
and legal intertribal gaming activities. This carve-out was no accident; the National Indian Gaming Association (NIGA) had
successfully deployed expert attorneys during the formation of UIGEA who lobbied diligently to receive this important exemption
for our sovereign tribal facilities. ATIG, an existing publicly traded company active in the commercial gaming sector, realized what
a tremendous opportunity this held for tribes, but also how much work, preparation and diligence would be required to truly
launch a sovereign tribal-to-tribal online gaming network.
ATIG CEO and President Donald Bailey approached the creation of his company’s patent-pending Casino Gateway Network and
Tribal Gaming Network (TGN) like a scientist launching a new pharmaceutical discovery. (And, in fact, Bailey’s background began
in the science-technology sectors designing IT systems for casinos.) For the launch of the TGN, care was taken to explore and
research the legal, regulatory and technical elements. Bailey’s approach from the technical side was to create an optimal
platform; likened to a menu of services for tribes to utilize for their entry into server-based gaming. The actual online games, not
limited to poker, are structured like traditional wide-area progressives, but enhanced—more advanced and technologically
superior, due to advances available in the server-based online space, including certain features unavailable in brick-and-mortar
play (pooled-casino tournaments, live online dealers, international time zones allowing for 24-hour live betting pools, etc.).
Simultaneously conducting the research and development, ATIG knew it had to secure the regulatory approval as well. In 2007,
ATIG applied for an opinion from the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) seeking conﬁrmation that the TGN is legal. In
the typical lengthy, thoughtful and somewhat arduous process, the afﬁrmative (and so far unique) NIGC determination letter was
ﬁnally issued to ATIG in 2009, signed by then acting General Counsel Penny J. Coleman. The opinion is available to read on the
NIGC website at nigc.gov under Reading Room/Game Classiﬁcation Opinions/Casino Gateway Network.
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ATIG’s Tribal Gaming Network
An Online Solution Now (continuation)
Fast forward to the April 15, 2011 “crack down” by the United States Department of Justice (DoJ) terminating the illegal
operations of three major commercial online gambling companies (also known as Black Friday); suddenly the importance of
ATIG’s TGN is jettisoned to the top of gaming headlines as one of the few legal forms of server-based online gambling in America.
Technically, the TGN is a private gaming network, linking Indian casinos nationwide and offering both Class III and Class II online
games. The regulation stays within the jurisdiction of the NIGC, and each tribal facility is able to tailor their package to comply
within individual compact needs, requirements or limitations. The TGN is a multi-vendor online gaming platform utilizing a
best-of-breed format. Additionally, as tribes scramble to maintain their competitive advantage, especially related to the
fast-paced advancing world of technology, TGN provides cutting-edge options since all of their games can be played on Android
phones, Samsung tablets, kiosks and slot machines (and some games can also be played on iPhones and iPads). A customer
can play virtually every game found in a casino on the TGN; from all traditional table games like blackjack, roulette, poker, slots
(traditional and progressive), keno, live dealer games, simulated sportsbook, simulated horse, dog and car racing, lottery games,
and scratch-offs.
Several tribal gaming facilities are currently signed onto the TGN with several more in the queue prepared to join. Coushatta
Casino Resort was one of the ﬁrst to sign on. Conrad Granito, general manager of the Coushatta Casino Resort, cites their desire
to exercise sovereign rights under UIGEA now as their main reason for participating.
The ATIG management reports that as news of this unique opportunity spreads, tribal inquiries and calls are increasing
exponentially to their ofﬁce and sales staff. “Our continued growth comes as tribes nationwide realize the advantage of being ﬁrst
to capture the online gaming market in the U.S., which creates new gaming revenues and exciting online entertainment,” Bailey
said. “Tribes want to exercise sovereignty and get started now.”
Jon Goldstein, chief operating ofﬁcer of ATIG and a long-time gaming industry veteran, believes that tribes have to enter the
online space. He feels their options are extremely limited and the commercial competitors are gaining ground. He says:
“All machine vendors and commercial gaming companies from around the world will be entering the lucrative online gaming
market share of the United States. Tribes can sign up with one of these competitors, promoting those companies’ product lines
to their patrons, which would obviously be counterproductive and open the tribal gaming operations to state regulations, rules,
fees and taxes as well as jurisdictional infringement and customer base piracy…chipping away at sovereignty.”
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ATIG’s Tribal Gaming Network
An Online Solution Now (continuation)
Goldstein expresses with passion that: “Tribes could try to develop their own platform from scratch to compete within the
market, which would take time and funding. Some of the larger tribes might be able to do this, but not small- to medium-sized
tribal gaming facilities, who comprise the majority and who don’t have the resources. Finally, tribes could decide not to enter the
online market…probably not the best idea, just ask Kodak about its delay into the new photo digital age.”
Goldstein
Goldstein’s points seem to resonate strongly with tribal constituents as the main topics of concern at tribal Internet discussions
and panel presentations consistently are sovereignty, parity, regulation and control for tribal gaming facilities.
The 2006 UIGEA gave the aforementioned three exclusions to online gaming. In late 2011, the DoJ released yet another opinion
letter clarifying that yes, in fact intrastate and intratribal gaming activities are exempt from the Unlawful Internet Gaming
Enforcement Act. With this clariﬁcation, several states have scrambled to pass laws allowing online sales of lottery tickets and
other forms of legal online gaming within the states’ boundaries. Fantasy sports ﬂourishes. With regard to intratribal online
gaming, to date ATIG is the only entity that has received an NIGC opinion letter for a server-based gaming program linking tribes
that is ready to go.
Goldstein was asked why it took so long since UIGEA was passed to actually launch the TGN. His answer conﬁrmed an analogy
of a similar path to a new medical breakthrough—mandatory legal, regulatory, research, development, testing procedures, etc.:
“ATIG employs teams of behind-the-scenes legal and regulatory experts, as well as technical and IT professionals. What appears
at the customers’ touch of a mere ﬁngertip on their mobile phone or computer terminal has actually taken years of methodical
work to prepare and we are bringing a mature, market-ready platform, turnkey solution to tribes.”
ATIG’s program is designed to offer a 90-day “test drive” of the program free to tribal gaming facilities. After the trial period, which
is a play-for-free model; once a tribe decides to play for cash, a “mirror server” is installed in their casino to provide access to the
gaming platform’s main server located in Las Vegas where the games are loaded and monitored by gaming regulators. This
server only passes information across state lines. All monies, “the bets,” and game outcome determinative functions take place
on a server at the tribal casino location, which keeps the program legal and compliant with existing laws and the NIGC
regulations. The TGN is not an Internet site; it is not available to the whole “wide world.” It operates via a closed loop Virtual
Private Network, only accessible at the tribal level whereby gamers who register at the tribal web site or actual casino, and
receive TGN players’ card that acts like a debit card. The player can load or transfer credits from any of their banking accounts
at home, by computer or at the casino, and the player can cash out either at the casino or any ATM in the country. The TGN
registered player card has smart chip technology similar to other banking debit cards.
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ATIG’s Tribal Gaming Network
An Online Solution Now (continuation)
One nice contractual point for tribes is that the TGN offers a non-exclusive engagement. ATIG can offer this since no other
company offers play-for-cash in a server-based program (coupled with an NIGC opinion). Other companies only offer
play-for-free (in preparation for eventual legalization), and so ATIG with an exclusive advantage is willing to provide the
non-exclusive beneﬁt to the tribal client. “Most tribes like the idea of a play-for-free program for marketing purposes, and there
are several choices in that space, but at the end of the day if their customers can transition to play-for-cash and the casino can
di
realize direct
revenue without having to wait for any further legislation—it is an easy choice,” Goldstein said.
Internet online gaming has been a topic in Indian country that has been addressed at nationwide conferences by numerous
speakers, attorneys, politicians, commercial gaming companies and NIGA for the last several years. Tribes have sent their
council members and department leaders to these events hoping for a clearer understanding of Internet gaming and the
ramiﬁcations to our tribal nations if or when legislation is passed. After attending these events and hearing the same message
from similar entities, most tribal leaders have only developed a further sense of anxiety and confusion regarding how their tribe
can compete with the larger commercial gaming companies and existing Internet gaming entities already established globally. Of
major concern is the fact that whether the federal government legalizes or individual states legislate online gaming, the tribes will
no longer have exclusive gaming rights. This will translate most likely into state gaming commissions regulating a new online
gaming industry, within their borders, creating competition for the tribes and infringing on established tribal regulatory
jurisdictions. One participant at a recent tribal gaming conference likened it to the Oklahoma land grab in the 1800s—a massive
rush to grab “Indian territory.”
Although the overreaching topic of Internet and online gaming, and how it intersects with and appropriately recognizes tribal
gaming rights, is far from being resolved anytime soon, the exemption provided under the 2006 UIGEA should be appreciated
and explored. In that spirit, Bailey concludes with what seems like an easy concept to embrace: “Tribes can legally game for cash
by offering TGN’s server-based online gaming products to their patrons at their brick-and-mortar casinos, hotels or other facilities
on Indian lands. There is no reason for any tribe to be left behind. This is the next generation of gaming.”
TGN program and games can be found on the ATIG website at www.atlantisinternetgroup.com.
Samples of the TGN’s
October 2012
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Internet Gaming Can’t Ignore the Proven
Track Record of Indian Gaming
Article Author:Ernie Stevens Jr.
Publish Date: September 28, 2012
Article Tools
Many in the gaming industry will spend early October attending the Global Gaming Expo and, once again, much of the debate
will focus on Internet gaming. This discussion took a sharp turn last December when the Department of Justice released its legal
opinion, reversing longstanding views on the applicability of the Wire Act. While many legal questions remain, one thing is certain:
Legalized Internet gaming has the potential to change the face of the gaming industry. Many supporters of Internet gaming are
pushing for federal legislation to provide uniform standards for regulation and operation of Internet poker. State governments and
comme
commercial
gaming operators have little experience in dealing with the federal government in terms of gaming. But Indian
country, for better and worse, has a long history of dealing with the federal government. As a result, as the Internet gaming
debate continues, federal policy makers must acknowledge the operations and regulatory track record that tribal government
gaming has established for nearly four decades. In addition, Congress must recognize the federal government’s legal and moral
obligations to Indian country. These obligations are engrained in the United States Constitution, hundreds of federal laws and of
course, in dealings spanning more than two centuries. The federal government entered into more than 800 treaties with tribal
governments in which tribes either ceded land or had it taken; it took hundreds of millions of acres of tribal homelands to help
build this great nation. In return, the United States made promises to preserve tribal self-governance and to provide for the health,
education and general care of reservation residents. We all know that many of these promises have been abrogated, but the
current policy supporting Indian self-determination and the later law acknowledging the inherent right of Indian tribes to conduct
gaming to beneﬁt our communities, has begun to reverse the damage inﬂicted. Now is not the time to blunt the one economic
tool that is helping literally hundreds of tribal communities and millions of Native people.
At NIGA, our member tribes have united behind a set of principles that, at their core, are based on the continued protection for
and respect of tribal sovereignty. Our principles mandate that federal Internet gaming legislation must acknowledge that Indian
tribes are governments, proven to effectively and successfully operate and regulate Internet gaming. They must also understand
that tribal Internet gaming revenues should be 100 percent taxed by tribal governments because they are dedicated to rebuilding
our communities and providing essential government services to reservation residents. Thus, tribal Internet gaming revenues
should not be subject to federal or state taxation. More importantly, any federal bill moving through Congress must preserve tribal
rights under IGRA and mandate adherence to existing tribal-state compact provisions under that act.

Indian Gaming Lifts Tribal, National Economies

Again, tribal governments have worked hand in hand with the federal government to foster an industry that is rebuilding tribal
nations and lifting our nearby local government neighbors with us. In 2011, gross revenues generated from Indian gaming
reached an all-time high of $27.2 billion, 3 percent growth over 2010. For nearly 25 years under IGRA, and for more than a
decade before that federal law was enacted, 247 tribal communities have used gaming as the most effective and consistent
source of governmental revenue in generations. Indian gaming is Indian self-determination. Indian gaming is economic
self-su
self-sufﬁciency.
Tribal governments in 26 states from across a wide section of Indian country use Indian gaming revenues to
rebuild community infrastructure, educate Native children, improve health care for our elders, enhance public safety and much
more. These beneﬁts extend far beyond reservation boundaries. In 2010 alone, Indian gaming was responsible for $86 billion in
total economic output, which included 706,000 American jobs and $29.2 billion in wages. While the U.S. Constitution
acknowledges Indian tribes as governments, not subject to direct taxation, Indian gaming activity generated signiﬁcant tax
revenue for the federal and state governments.
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Internet Gaming Can’t Ignore the Proven
Track Record of Indian Gaming (continuation)

. In 2010, Indian gaming generated $12.5 billion in federal, state and local tax revenue, and an additional $1.5 billion to federal,
state and local governments in the form of direct payments meant to defray regulatory costs, revenue sharing and other
cooperative agreements. In 2010, tribes also continued to give generously. Tribal governments donated more than $100 million
to other tribes and surrounding communities. These contributions saved thousands of jobs for teachers, health workers, justice
ofﬁcials and many others outside of Indian country. This signiﬁcant operational expertise cannot be ignored, and tribes must be
Inte
permitted to participate in any new Internet
gaming industry that the federal government establishes.

Indian Gaming’s Strong Regulatory Track Record

Because of this success, it should be no surprise that tribes invest hundreds of millions of dollars to regulate our industry to
protect the integrity of our games, ensure a positive experience for our customers and account for the revenues that are used to
rebuild our communities. In 2010, tribal governments spent more than $345 million on tribal, state and federal regulation.
The Indian gaming regulatory system employs more than 6,600 expert regulators and staff to protect Indian gaming. Among the
ranks of tribal regulators are former federal, tribal and state law enforcement ofﬁcers, federal and state gaming compliance
regulators, military ofﬁcers, accountants, auditors, attorneys and bank surveillance ofﬁcers. Technology is directly relevant to the
Internet gaming debate and tribes employ a higher rate of state-of-the-art technology than state and commercial gaming
enterprises. Effective regulation is costly, it’s time-consuming and tribal governments know that it’s the price of a successful
Indian gaming operation. This effective system of regulation cannot be overlooked. As Congress considers establishing a new
Internet gaming industry, it must acknowledge tribal governments as automatically eligible regulators.
The window on the 112th Congress is rapidly closing, but NIGA and our member tribes will continue to work with the House and
Senate leaders to ensure that tribes are treated fairly, as governments, as they consider legislative proposals to legalize Internet
gaming. On Nov. 6, 2012, all American citizens will go to the ballot boxes in one of the most important elections in a generation.
When we wake up on Nov. 7, Congress will resume the debate of whether to legalize Internet gaming as they enter the lame
duck session of the 112th Congress. As those considerations are weighed, NIGA and our member tribes—and everyone doing
business in Indian country—will continue to remind these men and women of their promise to uphold the Constitution, the
supreme laws of the land and the strong track record that Indian gaming has built over four decades.
Ernie Stevens Jr. is the Chairman of the National Indian Gaming Association and a member of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of
Wisconsin. He can be reached at (202) 546-7711
begin_of_the_skype_highlighting (202) 546-7711 FREE end_of_the_skype_highlighting.
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Conclusion
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